5-grass pollen tablets achieve disease control in patients with seasonal allergic rhinitis unresponsive to drugs: a real-life study
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Background: An important subpopulation in allergic rhinitis is represented by patients with severe form of disease that is not responsive to drug treatment. It has been reported that grass pollen subcutaneous immunotherapy is effective in drug-resistant patients. In a real-life study, we evaluated the efficacy of 5-grass pollen tablets in patients with grass pollen-induced allergic rhinitis not responsive to drug therapy.

Methods: We carried out this multicenter observational study in adults and adolescents with grass-induced allergic rhinitis not responsive to drug therapy who were treated for a year with 5-grass pollen tablets. Clinical data collected before and after sublingual immunotherapy (SLIT) included Allergic Rhinitis and its Impact on Asthma (ARIA) classification of allergic rhinitis, response to therapy, and patient satisfaction.

Results: Forty-seven patients entered the study. By ARIA classification, three patients had moderate to severe intermittent allergic rhinitis, ten had mild persistent allergic rhinitis, and 34 had moderate to severe persistent allergic rhinitis. There were no cases of mild intermittent allergic rhinitis before SLIT. After SLIT, 33 patients had mild intermittent allergic rhinitis, none had moderate to severe intermittent allergic rhinitis, seven had mild persistent allergic rhinitis, and seven had moderate to severe persistent allergic rhinitis. The mean medication score decreased from 4.2±1.3 before to 2.4±2.0 after SLIT (P<0.01), representing a reduction of 42%. The response to treatment before SLIT was judged as poor by 70% of patients and very poor by 30%. Patient satisfaction was significantly increased after SLIT (P<0.01).

Conclusion: In real life, most patients with grass pollen-induced allergic rhinitis not responsive to drug treatment can achieve control of the condition with one season of treatment using 5-grass pollen tablets.
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Introduction

Allergen immunotherapy (AIT) is based on administration of increasing doses of the causal allergen to reduce clinical reactivity in allergic patients, and therefore is the only treatment targeting the cause and not merely the symptoms of respiratory allergy.1 The outcome is achieved via the immunologic mechanism of action of AIT, that mostly consists of restoring a Th1-dominant T-cell response and generating specific T-suppressor cells.2 These effects are clinically expressed by tolerance to the administered allergen, resulting, as far as respiratory allergy is concerned, in a decreased burden of rhinitis and asthma.3 AIT may be administered via the injected route (subcutaneous immunotherapy, SCIT) or the sublingual route (sublingual immunotherapy, SLIT). The efficacy of SLIT in allergic rhinitis and asthma is demonstrated...
by a number of meta-analyses, including subpopulations such as children, patients specifically evaluated for asthma, and patients treated with particular allergens such as the house dust mite or grass pollen. Another important subpopulation is represented by patients inadequately controlled on drug treatment, who have severe symptoms during the pollen season and consequently a high burden of disease and high economic costs.

Frew et al were the first to show that one season of SCIT was significantly more effective than placebo with regard to symptoms and medication scores in patients with grass pollen-induced rhinoconjunctivitis who had had an unsatisfactory response to standard drug treatment. In their study, two maintenance doses of 10,000 and 100,000 standardized quality (SQ) units were used, with higher efficacy but also lower tolerability using the higher dose. It is well known that SLIT is significantly better tolerated than SCIT, but no trials are available showing that SLIT is effective in patients not adequately controlled by drugs. A recent post hoc analysis of published studies using 5-grass pollen tablets showed that better clinical efficacy was achieved by immunotherapy in patients with more severe allergic rhinitis, although it was not reported if these patients were unresponsive to drugs.

In a real-life study, we evaluated the efficacy of SLIT using 5-grass pollen tablets in patients poorly responsive to drug treatment.

Materials and methods

Patients

Seven allergy centers in Italy, namely Niguarda Hospital (Milan), San Marco General Hospital (Bergamo), Treviglio Hospital (Bergamo), Italian Institute for Auxology (Milan), Maggiore General Hospital (Milan), Riuniti Hospital (Bergamo), and Legnano Hospital (Milan) participated in this study. Male and female subjects aged 12–45 years with seasonal allergic rhinitis were included. For inclusion, patients had to have had symptoms of rhinitis during the grass pollen season (from mid April to end of June) for at least 2 consecutive years, an unsatisfactory response to drug treatment in the previous season, as assessed by the patients themselves using a specific questionnaire, and a positive skin prick test with grass pollen extracts. Allergic rhinitis was classified according to Allergic Rhinitis and its Impact on Asthma (ARIA) guidelines. The main exclusion criteria were allergic rhinoconjunctivitis caused by cosensitization and likely to influence symptoms during the study, previous AIT, and the usual contraindications to AIT.

Study design

This multicenter observational study, known as ORS (Oralair® Rhinitis Solution, Stallergenes, Antony, France) was conducted in two phases: at the end of the 2010 pollen season, the investigators identified patients with allergic rhinitis unresponsive to drug therapy (retrosppective phase); and during the 2011 pollen season collected clinical data from these patients, who were treated preseasonally and coseasonally with 5-grass pollen tablets (prospective phase). Medication scores in the two seasons were calculated by attributing a score of 3 to topical steroids, a score of 2 to oral antihistamines or antileukotrienes, and a score of 1 to topical antihistamines or nasal decongestants.

The primary objective of the study was to investigate the effectiveness of first-year SLIT treatment in patients with allergic rhinitis unresponsive to drug treatment. The secondary objectives were to assess use of rescue medication, the presence of comorbidities, and patient satisfaction, measured using a visual analog scale that has been proven to be a valid tool in evaluating allergic rhinitis, in particular for patient satisfaction. Using the visual analog scale, patients assessed their level of satisfaction by indicating a position along a continuous line between two points from 0 (very dissatisfied) to 10 (very satisfied).

For data collection, we used a paper case report form recording the ARIA classification of allergic rhinitis, onset of symptoms, clinically relevant allergen(s), comorbidities, response to therapy, and patient satisfaction.

Written informed consent was obtained before entering the study, and in the case of minors was obtained from next of kin, caregivers, or guardians. The study was conducted in accordance with good clinical practice guidelines. The ethics committees at each of the participating sites approved the study, ie, the ethics committees of Niguarda Hospital (Milan), San Marco General Hospital (Bergamo), Treviglio Hospital (Bergamo), Italian Institute for Auxology (Milan), Maggiore General Hospital (Milan), Riuniti Hospital (Bergamo), and Legnano Hospital (Milan).

Immunotherapy

SLIT was performed using a preparation of 5-grass pollen in tablets (Oralair®; Stallergenes S.A., Antony, France), the characteristics of which have already been reported. Briefly, the preparation contains a mixture of Phleum pratense, Dactylis glomerata, Anthoxanthum odoratum, Lolium perenne, and Poa pratensis, covering the immunoglobulin E sensitization profiles of grass-allergic patients in the Mediterranean area. Each tablet was taken sublingually once daily in the
morning before breakfast and was kept under the tongue until complete dissolution before swallowing. It was administered according to a pre-coseasonal schedule of SLIT, ie, started 4 months before the expected start of the grass pollen season and stopped at the end of the pollen season, for an overall duration of 6 months. Any local or systemic adverse effects of SLIT were to be recorded by the patients.

**Statistical analysis**

A central organization (IBIS Informatica, Milan, Italy) undertook the data entry and statistical analysis. Nominal and discrete parameters were reported as contingency tables (frequency and percentage). McNemar’s test was used to compare the two pollen seasons (2010 versus 2011). Continuous parameters were reported as the frequency, mean, standard deviation, median, first and third quartile, and minimum and maximum. Comparison of the two pollen seasons was performed using the Student’s t-test for paired data, and the difference between seasons was reported with the related 95% confidence interval. Inferential tests were evaluated at a 5% level of significance. Statistical analysis was carried out using BMDP Dynamic 2009 version 8.2 software (BMDP Statistical Software, Inc., Los Angeles, CA, USA).

**Results**

Forty-seven patients of mean age 25.7 years were included in the study, comprising 23 males and 24 females, with 38 adults and nine adolescents. Allergic rhinitis had been present for 12±8.5 years in the adults and for 5.5±4.2 years in the adolescents. Of the 47 patients, at inclusion in 2010, none (0%) reported mild intermittent allergic rhinitis, three (6.4%) had moderate to severe intermittent allergic rhinitis, ten (21.3%) had mild persistent allergic rhinitis, and 34 (72.3%) had moderate to severe persistent allergic rhinitis. The response to symptomatic treatment was judged as poor by 33 patients (70.2%) and very poor by 14 patients (29.8%). During the 2011 grass pollen season, after treatment with 5-grass pollen tablets, 33 patients (79.2%) reported mild intermittent allergic rhinitis, none (0%) had moderate to severe intermittent allergic rhinitis, seven (14.9%) had mild persistent allergic rhinitis, and seven (14.9%) had moderate to severe persistent allergic rhinitis.

Comparing the two seasons, 31 patients classified as having mild or moderate to severe persistent disease when treated with symptomatic drugs changed to mild intermittent allergic rhinitis when treated with 5-grass pollen tablets \((P<0.01)\). Figure 1 shows the changes in ARIA classification for the two seasons. All patients were sensitized to grass pollen. Among the adolescents, six were monosensitized and three were also sensitized to the house dust mite. Adults showed a number of other sensitizations, ie, house dust mite in 11 patients, olive pollen in seven, birch pollen in six, cypress pollen in four, Parietaria pollen in four, and ragweed pollen in three patients.

Table 1 shows the comorbidities reported by patients, the most common being conjunctivitis and asthma. The mean medication score changed from 4.2±1.3 before to 2.4±2.0

![Figure 1 ARIA classification of allergic rhinitis before and after treatment with 5-grass pollen tablets.](https://www.dovepress.com/)

Abbreviations: ARIA, Allergic Rhinitis and its Impact on Asthma; SLIT, sublingual immunotherapy.
Table 1: Assessment of comorbidities in study population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comorbidity</th>
<th>Adults (n=38)</th>
<th>Adolescents (n=9)</th>
<th>Total (n=47)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sinusitis</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conjunctivitis</td>
<td>26 (68.4)</td>
<td>8 (88.9)</td>
<td>34 (72.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asthma</td>
<td>19 (50.0)</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
<td>19 (40.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbinate hypertrophy</td>
<td>2 (5.3)</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
<td>2 (4.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyposis</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep disturbance</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>4 (10.5)</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
<td>4 (8.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After SLIT (P<0.01), representing a decrease of 42% (Figure 2). Twelve patients did not use any rescue medication during treatment with SLIT. In particular, a significant decrease was found in the use of oral antihistamines (46.8%) and nasal decongestants (21.3%). Also, concerning the consumption of drugs for asthma, a decrease, albeit not significant, was found, corresponding to 6.4% for both β2-agonists and inhaled corticosteroids. The mean visual analog score for patient satisfaction increased from 3±1.3 before to 8.7±1.3 after SLIT, indicating a significant improvement (P<0.01, Figure 3).

Discussion

Patients with severe allergic rhinitis warrant particular attention. A definition of severe chronic upper airway disease has been introduced to identify those patients whose symptoms are inadequately controlled despite adequate pharmacologic treatment based on guidelines, and thus have impaired quality of life, social functioning, sleep, and school/work performance. A recent reappraisal of the current status of knowledge on severe chronic upper airway disease listed a need for “…defining success of medical treatment including immunotherapy in terms of control in allergic rhinitis”. However, thus far, only one study has addressed this issue. In a large study of patients with grass pollen-induced allergic rhinitis not controlled by standard drug treatment, 203 were randomized to maintenance with 100,000 SQ units, 104 to 10,000 SQ units, and 103 to placebo, with both active treatments being significantly more efficacious than placebo. The 100,000 SQ unit regimen was more effective, but the 10,000 SQ unit regimen caused fewer side effects. It is surprising that no other study has been done in this area, either with SCIT or SLIT, that has the advantage of being much better tolerated. In addition, SLIT meets the requirements for use as treatment for pollen-allergic patients because it has the highest evidence of efficacy as demonstrated by meta-analyses and offers benefit over SCIT in terms of compliance and pharmacoeconomic aspects.

In a real-life study, we sought to assess the effectiveness of SLIT in the form of the 5-grass pollen preparation in drug-resistant patients, given that this therapy has already been demonstrated to be effective and safe in both adults and children. The 5-grass pollen tablets were prescribed after

![Figure 2](https://www.dovepress.com/)

**Figure 2** Medication score before and after treatment with 5-grass pollen tablets. The medication score in the 2011 pollen season was significantly lower than in the 2010 pollen season (mean difference −1.8, 95% confidence interval −2.1 to −1.5, P<0.01).

**Abbreviation:** SLIT, sublingual immunotherapy.
a pollen season in which standard drug treatment, ie, antihistamines, nasal corticosteroids, and nasal decongestants, had been ineffective. Following 5-grass pollen therapy, the clinical stage of allergic rhinitis, as defined by ARIA classification, was overturned. The number of patients with mild intermittent allergic rhinitis increased from 0 to 33, while the number of patients with moderate to severe persistent allergic rhinitis decreased from 34 to 7, ie, the severity of symptoms was reversed. Mean medication scores decreased significantly from 4.2±1.3 before to 2.4±2.0 after SLIT. This finding indicates that 5-grass pollen tablets are able to achieve clinical control of allergic rhinitis in patients unresponsive to drugs, as previously demonstrated for SCIT. Asthma was not a major issue for our patients, but a decrease in use of bronchodilators and inhaled corticosteroids was found with SLIT. This is not unexpected, given the strong relationship between allergic rhinitis and asthma. As far as factors related to failure of antiallergic drugs are concerned, a recent paper on severe chronic upper airway disease suggested a number of disease-related, patient-related, and treatment-related factors. Among them, comorbidities, such as chronic sinusitis, and adherence to medical treatment seem particularly important. We can exclude a role for comorbidity in our population, because no patient reported sinusitis. On the other hand, it is well known that adherence is a major problem in treating allergic rhinitis.

The patients in our study reported having been adherent with their prescribed drug treatment, but no stringent method of control, such as counting the assumed drug doses or frequent phone calls, was used. In any case, it is unlikely that patients with symptoms unresponsive to drugs, ie, the type of population we targeted, use less than the optimal dose recommended by their physicians. In fact, in a recent Italian survey of 1,379 patients with allergic rhinitis undertaken by 107 general practitioners, adherence with ARIA guidelines was evaluated according to severity classification, and adherence was observed to increase according to the severity of the condition. In particular, adherence was satisfactory in patients with moderate to severe persistent allergic rhinitis, with a rate of 89% for those with allergic rhinitis alone and 95% for those with allergic rhinitis and asthma. The authors concluded that adherence to ARIA guidelines is satisfactory only in patients with more severe disease.

It is of particular interest to focus on the relevance of drug resistance in patients with allergic rhinitis. To the best of our knowledge, only one study that included an epidemiologic assessment is available, and showed that 111 (13.9%) of 796 patients had uncontrolled allergic rhinitis after treatment. The evaluation included a number of parameters, including total symptom scores for rhinitis, a visual analog scale, the Rhinoconjunctivitis Quality of Life Questionnaire, and the Allergy-specific Work Productivity and Impairment Questionnaire. A cluster-randomized trial model was used to mimic real life, with no exclusion of patients at randomization, so as to include the broad range of patients regularly seen by physicians.
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**Figure 3** Patient satisfaction before and after treatment with 5-grass pollen tablets. Patient satisfaction in 2011 pollen season was significantly higher than in the 2010 pollen season (mean difference −5.72, 95% confidence interval −6.33 to −5.12, *P*<0.01).

**Abbreviation:** SLIT, sublingual immunotherapy.
Concerning patient satisfaction with treatment, it is reasonable to assume that this is related to clinical outcome. Recent studies have investigated patient satisfaction with treatment for allergic rhinitis and allergic asthma. In a survey conducted in 21 allergy centers in Italy, only 33.5% of patients with allergic rhinitis and 40.7% of patients with asthma were satisfied with their symptomatic treatment. The main factors associated with dissatisfaction were female gender, comorbidity, and the severity of symptoms of allergic rhinitis and asthma. Similar results were reported in a survey of more than 5,000 patients in Europe, with one third being dissatisfied with the treatment prescribed. In our study, all patients were dissatisfied with their medical treatment because nonresponsiveness to drugs was an inclusion criterion. However, the level of satisfaction, as measured by the visual analog scale, was very low with drugs but increased significantly with SLIT.

### Conclusion

In the present real-life study, we found that most patients with grass pollen-induced allergic rhinitis who did not respond to drug treatment achieved control of their allergic rhinitis using pre-coseasonal treatment with 5-grass pollen tablets during a one-year period. This finding now needs to be confirmed by randomized controlled trials targeting this important subpopulation of patients with allergic rhinitis.
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